Securing Intellectual Property, 22nd January 2013

Philip Nisbett, IBM Global Services Negotiations

Philip Nisbett has practiced as a solicitor in the fields of electronics and information technology for thirty years, in private practice, Thorn EMI, British Telecommunications, Digital Equipment and IBM.

Event Programme

Intellectual Property (IP) is an increasingly important tool for our economic growth. Small businesses and entrepreneurs must continually innovate and explore new markets in order to survive.

Understanding your intellectual property rights is critical to protecting and commercializing your innovation.

The event will cover patents, copyright, database protection, registered and unregistered designs, confidential information, insurance.

17.30  Registration: tea/coffee in - Drysdale Lecture Theatre Foyer

18.00  Talk by Philip Nisbett in the Drysdale Lecture Theatre

18.45  Q&A

19.00  Networking and wine reception

20.00  End

This joint event has been sponsored by the GOLD Affinity Group of UK&RT Section of IEEE (the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) and City University London. IEEE is the world's largest professional association dedicated to advancing technological innovation and excellence for the benefit of humanity.

For further information contact: Arti Agrawal, email: Arti.Agrawal.1@city.ac.uk